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SOCRATES: So now please do whichever of these you like: 
either ask questions or answer them.  

Gorgias 462b 
 
This paper is part of a larger research programme concerning dialectical games played in Ancient 

Greece, their origin, their rules, their influence on philosophy, and their role in the origin of 

logic. By dialectical games, we mean the sort of games exemplified in the dialogues of Plato, 

with Socrates as the main character trying to drive his opponent into an elenchus, and for which 

Aristotle wrote later on his textbook, the Topics – there are of course other minor sources. These 

are games where, typically, the proponent of a thesis, say, A is asked a series of questions by an 

opponent – the role usually assumed by Socrates in Plato’s dialogues – whose task is to show 

that, in holding A, the proponent will contradict some other beliefs that he also happens to hold, 

i.e., if successful, the opponent shows that A is part of an inconsistent set of premises. In other 

words, these games can be described as games of ‘consistency management’.1 We wish merely 

to offer here the preliminary groundwork for a formalization of these games, through a listing 

and brief discussion of their apparent rules. We will provide a snapshot of games that were 

played in the mid-4th century BC, therefore at a time when both Plato and Aristotle where at the 

Academy. Within the context of our research programme this period should be seen as a 

terminus ante quem, from which one could begin the historical search, going back to Parmenides 

and Zeno. We will study these games from the point of view of dialogical logic, invented and 
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developed by Paul Lorenzen and Kuno Lorenz (Lorenzen & Lorenz 1978).2 In other words, we 

shall use an approach related to what should be called ‘game-theoretical semantics’,3 in 

opposition to the better-known ‘proof-theoretical semantics’ pioneered by Dag Prawitz and Sir 

Michael Dummett, or the usual ‘truth-conditional semantics’. In other words, we wish to explore 

how far one can look at dialectical games as dialogical games, and we offer the following as 

proof of the fruitfulness of the ‘game-theoretical’ approach: where other approaches have 

precious little to say, many crucial dimensions of Plato’s dialogues are here thrown into relief 

which would otherwise pass unnoticed, with deep consequences on our understanding of Plato’s 

views. Our approach will thus raise numerous interesting philosophical issues that cannot be 

discussed, however, for reasons of space, and we shall merely conclude with some tentative 

remarks concerning the origins of logic. 

 In Topics VIII, Aristotle provided a set of rules and Plato’s dialogues are replete with meta-

discussions that are helpful in this respect. There are, however, important differences between 

them – most of which we will gloss over – and, although we shall refer often to Aristotle, it is the 

                                                

2  Some knowledge of dialogical logic is thus presupposed in what follows. For an introduction, see, e.g., (Rückert 
2001). To investigate the role of dialectical games at the origin of logic is not new. To the best of our knowledge, the 
earliest claim that logic originated in dialectical games is in Ernst Kapp’s Greek Foundations of Traditional Logic 
(Kapp 1942), but it is limited to a discussion of Aristotle, and does not even contain a detailed discussion of the 
relationship of the Topics to the Analytics. Furthermore, our approach is clearly distinct, as we wish to make 
essential use of modern game-theoretic tools in the study of dialectical games. This is not entirely new from the 
standpoint of dialogical logic, since Lorenzen himself already referred to dialectical games in the very first paper in 
which he introduced his dialogical logic, ‘Logik und Agon’ (Lorenzen 1960, 187). There were since numerous other 
perceptive remarks since, e.g., (Kamlah & Lorenzen 1984, 142),  (Lorenz 1973, 355-358), (Lorenzen 1987, 78) or 
(Krabbe 2006, 666-670), but these were never followed by the sort of investigation of which this paper is the 
beginning. There are also more recent discussions from the point of view of game semantics. Jaakko Hintikka had 
some discussion from the standpoint of his own ‘interrogative model’, which is derived from is own game-
theoretical approach to semantics (Hintikka 1993 & 2007). Our approach does not rely, however, on anything 
specific to this approach. Catarina Dutilh-Novaes has recently provided a fully-worked out formalization of the 
obligational games of medieval philosophy in Part 3 of (Dutilh-Novaes 2007), but our approach will differ from 
hers, as we shall at this stage eschew any use of models and stick only to a description of game rules. Our own 
approach originates in (Marion 2008). 
3 The expression is likely to mislead, as we are not referring to Jaakko Hintikka’s game-theoretical semantics but to 
the burgeoning game semantics in theoretical computer science, as well as the recent renewal of dialogical logic 
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games as played in Plato’s dialogues, from his standpoint, that we wish to understand and we 

should warn the reader at the outset about distortions introduced by Aristotle – the reasons for 

these are already an interesting philosophical topic in itself. After some brief comments on the 

meaning of the word ‘elenchus’ as well as on the principle of non-contradiction, we will simply 

list what appears to us to be the rules setting up dialectical games, commenting them as we go 

along. Our main scholarly objective will be to refute Gregory Vlastos’ influential interpretation 

of the Socratic elenchus according to which Socrates, when driving the proponent of a thesis A to 

an elenchus, was actually arguing for the truth of ¬A (Vlastos 1994, 11). This interpretation has 

been convincingly criticized for its weak textual basis, especially by Hugh Benson (Benson 

1995), but to our knowledge no one seems to have insisted on the fact that it makes little sense 

from a logical point of view, i.e., from the point of view of the dialectical games themselves, 

when the way they actually functioned is properly understood. 

* 

The key to a proper understanding of dialectical games is a correct understanding of the meaning 

of the word ‘elenchus’, which is usually translated by ‘refutation’. It may be said that, in driving 

the proponent of a thesis A into an ‘elenchus’, Socrates has not ‘refuted’ his interlocutor himself 

but the thesis A. This is misleading. The translation of ‘elenchus’ by ‘refutation’ is already, on 

philological grounds, misleading. This has been shown by James Lesher (Lesher 1984, 3-7 & 

2002, 20-26), who has investigated shifts in meaning of the term from early occurrences in the 

writings of Homer down to Plato and Aristotle. He has shown that in Homer and other early 

poets, it is connected with the idea of ‘shame’ and, later, in Pindar and others, it is used as 

meaning a ‘shaming in a contest’ or a ‘test that reveals the true nature of a thing or person’ 
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(Lesher 1984, 7 & 2002, 25). Lesher’s intention in that paper was, however, merely to argue 

against translating the occurrence of ‘poluderis elenchus’ in Parmenides’ Fragment 7 as ‘strife-

encompassed refutation’ or some equivalent, and he claimed that the word ‘elenchus’ acquired 

the meaning of ‘refutation’ for the first time only in early Platonic dialogues in passages such as 

Protagoras 334b or Gorgias 473e (Lesher 1984, 8 & 2002, 26). The interpretation of Parmenides 

is of no immediate concern to us at this stage, but we disagree about the remark on Plato. First, 

there is no reason not to believe that earlier elements of meaning – that of a test and of the shame 

caused by failing it, as well of the fact that failure reveals something about the one who failed – 

are still present in Plato’s dialogues. Indeed, as Lesher himself points out, as late as The Republic 

the meaning of ‘elenchus’ appears clearly to owe more to ‘test’ – failure of military or athletic 

valour – than to ‘refutation’, although it is so translated in the standard translation, which we 

modify: 

Unless someone can distinguish in an account the form of the good from everything else, can 
survive all [tests] (elenchon), as if in a battle, striving to [examine] (elenchein) things not in 
accordance with opinion but in accordance with being, and one can come through all this with his 
account still intact, you’ll say that he doesn’t know the good itself or any other good. (The 
Republic 534b-c) 
 

 Secondly, the idea of ‘shaming in a contest’ is of course certainly present in Plato’s dialogues: 

those who are refuted more often than not get angry, and anger is just the normal reaction when 

one does not wish to recognize one’s own feeling of shame. There are numerous other remarks to 

that effect in the dialogues, including at Sophist 230b to be quoted in a moment. In the Apology 

Socrates argues that his numerous elenchi, and those performed by his followers, made him 

unpopular (Apology 22e), precisely because they caused anger: 

The result is that those whom [Socrates’ followers] question are angry, not with themselves but 
with me. […] they would not want to tell the truth, I am sure, that they have been proved to lay 
claim to knowledge when they know nothing. (Apology, 23c-d) 
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  Thirdly, the earlier meaning of ‘testing that reveals the true nature of a thing or person’ is also 

present in the elenchi to which Socrates submitted ‘those reputed wise’,4 in order to try in vain to 

prove the oracle wrong (Apology 21c): these victims are shown through failure to pass the test 

not to possess the wisdom or knowledge that they are said to possess, therefore not to be wise 

(Apology 21c & 23b); their true nature is revealed. This is also consistent with Socrates’ concern 

for the soul, e.g., in the Apology (29d, 30a-b and 41e) or the Sophist (230d), since an elenchus 

causes a ‘cleansing’ or catharsis of the soul in this that the soul is ‘cleansed’ as one gets rid of 

false beliefs about itself.5 The Sophist is worth quoting at length (our underlining): 

They [anyone performing an elenchus] cross-examine someone when he thinks he’s saying 
something though he’s saying nothing. Then, since his opinions will vary inconsistently, these 
people will easily scrutinize them. They collect his opinions together during the discussion, put 
them side by side, and show that they conflict with each other at the same time on the same 
subjects in relation to the same things and in the same respects. The people who are being 
examined see this, get angry at themselves, and become calmer towards others. They lose their 
inflated and rigid beliefs about themselves that way, and no loss is pleasanter to hear or has more 
lasting effect on them. Doctors who work on the body think it can’t benefit from any food that’s 
offered to it until what’s interfering with it from inside is removed. The people who cleanse the 
soul, my young friend, likewise think the soul too, won’t get any advantage from any learning 
that’s offered to it until someone shames it by refuting it, removes the opinions that interferes with 
learning, and exhibits it cleansed, believing that it knows only those things that it does know, and 
nothing more. […] For all these reasons, Theaetetus we have to say that [elenchus] is the principal 
and most important kind of cleansing. (Sophist 230b-e) 
 

One should note here en passant that the Visitor, who just spoke here, also describes this very 

practice of the elenchus for the purpose of cleansing the soul as “our noble sophistry”. This 

remark implies the existence of that practice before Socrates.6 If this is so, then this remark at 

                                                

4 In the Apology alone, Socrates lists politicians (21c-22a), poets (22a-c) and craftsmen (22c-e), an incomplete list, 
as one needs to add rhapsodes in Ion, generals in Laches, some sophists such as Gorgias and Protagoras in 
eponymous dialogues, etc. 
5 See also Meno 84b, where the point is expressed thus: anyone who thinks that he does not know is in a better 
position than those who think falsely that they know. 
6 There is a well-known debate on this point between G. Kerferd, who argue in favour of this point (Kerferd 1954) 
and J. R. Trevaskis (Trevaskis 1955), whose opinion is now generally shared. This debate cannot be arbitrated here, 
although it should be clear that we side with Kerferd. In the context of this paper, we should at least point out that 
Trevaskis actually relies in his argument, at (Trevaskis 1955, 47) on an interpretation of the ‘elenchus’ which is 
conform to Vlastos’, which we criticize here. This is not the only point we would make, but it shows that this debate 
ought to be revisited. 
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Sophist 230b-e informs us on the history of the elenchus and it fits perfectly with Lesher’s views 

on the etymology of the word. It thus seems quite normal that Plato would use the expression 

‘elenchus’ in his dialogues to describe dialectical games as a test that shames those who fail it, 

and which cleanses their soul through that shaming. 

 The point of dialectical games is therefore that the proponent of a thesis A has to pass a test of 

consistency: A has to fit into a set of beliefs Γ held by its proponent in such a way that the 

addition of A to Γ does not render it inconsistent. If and when the opponent unveils an 

inconsistency, it is shameful for the proponent. For example, at Charmides 169e, Critias 

becomes silent, because 

[…] his consistently high reputation made him feel ashamed in the eyes of the company and he did 
not wish to admit to me that he was incapable of the dealing with the question I had asked him. 
(Charmides 169e) 
 

In Plato’s dialogues, shame is largely linked to the fact that Socrates drives experts into elenchi 

about their own domain of expertise, thus showing them publicly not to know what they pretend 

to know, i.e., not to be truly competent. So the proper etymology of ‘elenchus’ fits Plato’s use of 

that word to describe the conclusion of dialectical games. There appears to be no need, at least as 

far as Plato’s dialogues are concerned – Aristotle being another matter – to introduce any new 

shade of meaning. (If, as we believe, those games were practiced before Socrates, then this 

should not come as a surprise.) The translation of ‘elenchus’ by ‘refutation’ in Plato’s dialogues 

has been agreed upon for quite some time now but, over and above that fact, there is no reason to 

accept it, other than the belief that in winning a dialectical game, Socrates has not just shamed 

his proponent but that he has somehow ‘refuted’ the thesis A held by the proponent, i.e., he has 

shown that A is false and ¬A true. We argue below that this betrays a complete misunderstanding 

of the very nature of dialectical games; these are only a test, one of consistency, at the end of 

which neither the falsity of A, nor the truth of ¬A is proven. 
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 A form of the principle of non-contradiction or ¬(A&¬A) is obviously involved in any test of 

consistency, so it is a necessary condition that this principle be stated explicitly and agreed 

upon.7 This principle is sometimes erroneously attributed to Aristotle, who states it in 

Metaphysics Γ, 3, 1005b 23 and Prior Analytics I, 46, 51b 36. Otherwise, it is also often 

attributed to Plato, who also states it in many places, such as at Republic 436e-437a or in the 

passage from the Sophist 230b just quoted, when he puts opinions that “conflict with each other 

at the same time on the same subjects in relation to the same things and in the same respect” at 

the heart of the elenchus. Until recently, the vast majority of scholars would have claimed that 

Socrates had introduced a new form of elenchus, e.g., in his cross-examination of Meletus in the 

Apology 24d-28a.8 This claim would cohere very well with the idea that the elenchus as a 

‘refutation’ also appeared for the first time in Plato’s early dialogues, a view that we rejected. In 

Apology 24d-28a, Socrates draws out the fact that Meletus is in fact accusing him of “not 

believing in gods but believing in gods” (Apology 27a) and then comments on the results of his 

cross-examination as follows: 

There is no way in which you could persuade anyone of even small intelligence that it is possible 
for one and the same man to believe in spiritual but not also in divine things, and then again for 
that same man to believe neither in spirits nor in gods nor in heroes.  
I do not think, men of Athens, that it requires a prolonged defence to prove that I am not guilty of 
the charges in Meletus’s deposition, but this is sufficient. (Apology 27e-28a) 
 

How can one make sense of this rejection of Meletus’ indictment? There are two ways, almost as 

if de dicto and de re: either by claiming that Socrates has shown that Meletus himself is 

entertaining contradictory beliefs when he says that ‘Socrates believes A’ and that ‘Socrates 

believes ¬A’ (Apology 27a) or by claiming that Socrates has shown the charges put by Meletus 

                                                

7 As will become clear, one has to be careful here: as understood today, the principle states that A and ¬A cannot be 
both true simultaneously, while Plato appears to understand it as meaning that one cannot believe A and ¬A at the 
same time. Thus understood, the principle would obviously be wrong, so one should rather understand Plato as 
meaning that  one ought not to believe both A and ¬A. (See also note 9.) 
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imply that he, Socrates, is entertaining the contradictory beliefs A and ¬A. If we follow the latter 

reading, Socrates’ move will then consist in claiming that one cannot make sense of the 

accusation, not because it is impossible for one to hold concurrently two contradictory beliefs, 

but rather because, the contradiction attributed to him is already patent, and no, given that a 

contradiction be revealed in one’s set of belief, no one should continue and entertain that 

contradiction. This is the interpretation that fits best the above quotation. The logical core of 

Socrates’ position is therefore nothing else than the principle of non-contradiction understood as 

meaning that no one should believe both A and ¬A, once that contradiction is made patent to 

them. This is the same principle in virtue of which the dialectical games and the resulting 

elenchus draw their strength: when driven to an elenchus, the proponent is left contemplating an 

inconsistent set of premises, and this situation is not acceptable, neither to him, nor to the 

opponent, nor to the audience. Recall Socrates to Callicles in the Gorgias: 

And yet for my part, my good man, I think it’s better to have my lyre or a chorus that I might lead 
out of tune and dissonant, and have the vast majority of men disagree with me and contradict me, 
than to be out of harmony with myself, to contradict myself, though I’m only one person. (Gorgias 
482b-c)9  
 

 It is hard to believe, however, that Socrates’ cross-examination of Meletus in the Apology saw 

the birth of a new era in legal reasoning or even that it contains the sudden revelation by Socrates 

of the logical underpinning of a method he supposedly invented. On the contrary, this passage 

reads equally well if we assume that Socrates is appealing to a legal practice already in use, as it 

gives legitimacy to his position. It might even be argued that it makes more sense to assume so 

                                                                                                                                                       

8 E.g., in (Dorion 1990).  
9 The problem with this, however, is that one could as a matter of fact encounter a straightforward idiot who sees no 
difficulty with holding both A and ¬A, or, nowadays, a Derrida-type figure who could justify holding both A and ¬A 
in a fashionable, albeit convoluted manner, with the further claim that he/she had overcome the ‘logico-
metaphysical’ concept of contradiction. There has to be a further reason why this is not acceptable, but we cannot 
get into this here. See (Lacoue-Labarthe & Nancy 1981, 52) for an interesting comment from Derrida, who admits 
that he cannot articulate his own position. 
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than to imagine that Socrates would foist on Meletus and the audience what would have 

appeared to them simply as new tricks to confute his detractors, definitely not the most efficient 

strategy. And there is evidence indeed that it was the case that the principle of non-contradiction 

had been previously used in exactly similar contexts, e.g., by Gorgias in his Defence of 

Palamedes (our underlining): 

You have accused me in the indictment we have heard of two most contradictory things, wisdom 
and madness, things which cannot exist in the same man. When you claim that I am artful and 
clever and resourceful, you are accusing me of wisdom, while when you claim that I betrayed 
Greece, you accused me of madness. For it is madness to attempt actions which are impossible, 
disadvantageous and disgraceful, the results of which would be such as to harm one’s friends, 
benefit one’s enemies and render one’s own life contemptible and precarious. And yet how can 
one have confidence in a man who in the course of the same speech to the same audience makes 
the most contradictory assertions about the same subjects? (DK, 82 B.32, 25)10 
 

 With the principle of non-contradiction made explicit, dialectical games may indeed proceed, 

with the proponent as sole witness, so to speak. Recall now Socrates to Polus in the Gorgias: 

For my part, if I don’t produce you as a single witness to agree with what I’m saying, then I 
suppose I’ve achieved nothing worth mentioning concerning the things we’ve been discussing. 
And I suppose you haven’t either, if I don’t testify on your side, though I’m just one person. 
(Gorgias 472b) 
 
For I do know how to produce one witness to whatever I’m saying and that’s the man I’m having a 
discussion with. (Gorgias 474a) 
 

In the same dialogue, at 471e and 473b, Socrates also refuses to admit that Polus could even 

begin to ‘refute’ him by listing counter-examples to his claims instead of trying to show that he, 

Socrates, could not consistently maintain them. With this, we are at the very heart of dialectical 

games. 

 Of course, without the principle of non-contradiction, no game of ‘consistency management’ 

would be playable. The above passages from Gorgias and from Plato’s dialogues show a keen 

                                                

10 One should note further that the Defence of Palamedes contains a reference to dialectical games (DK, 82 B.32, 
13). 
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awareness of the principle of non-contradiction as playing an essential role in the context of 

dialectical games, and thus further support the claim these are ‘consistency management games’.  

* 

We may now describe first a minimal set of rules for these games. We shall propose a ‘blend’, 

taken from the rules one may extract from Aristotle’s Topics VIII11 as well as from the numerous 

meta-discussions in Plato’s dialogues, along from what can be gathered as being implicit within 

the remarkable set of examples that the latter contain. Of course, we need a disclaimer: we do not 

claim that all examples of dialectical games in Plato follow exactly the following set of rules. 

The fact that rules are explicitly stated in Topics VIII and the existence of numerous other 

textbooks, now lost, indicates that the Greeks were self-consciously regimenting their 

discussions. What we do argue for is simply that (for reasons not to be entered into here) the 

practice of public discussion became regimented in Ancient Greece, at least at the time of 

Socrates – our claim is that this practice was in place and widespread before Socrates, but we 

shall not argue for it here – and that this regimentation followed in broad outline these rules.  

(i) Games always involve two players: a proponent P and an opponent O, in front of an 
audience. 
(ii) A play begins with O eliciting from the P his commitment to an assertion or thesis A.  

 
 As already pointed out, Socrates is almost always the opponent O. Most dialogues begin with 

Socrates using some trick, e.g. flattery, to elicit from his interlocutor commitment to a thesis 

such as  ‘Virtue can be taught’, which then becomes the topic of the dialogue. However, roles 

can be reversed during the course of the dialogue and it is suddenly Socrates who has to answer 

questions. Therefore, as with modern dialogical logic, the players O and P in rule (i) must be 

                                                

11 Here (Le Blond 1939, chap. 1), (Moraux 1968) and (Bolton 1990) remain good commentaries. See also 
(Slomkowski 1997, chap. 1), which does not cover well the game rules but gives a detailed analysis of the content of 
admissible initial theses. 
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distinguished from their roles as questioner and answerer (in the jargon of dialogical logic: as 

attacker and defender).12 In some dialogues, e.g., Gorgias, numerous role reversals occur, with 

Socrates starting as the questioner, then being put on the defensive, having to answer, and then 

becoming the questioner again, etc. One should note, however, that in dialogical logic, role 

reversal is linked to the rule for negation: if P asserts ¬A, O can only attack it by asserting A, but 

then O must now defend A against attacks from P. Such cases do not appear plainly to occur in 

Plato’s dialogues, and this might be caused by the different nature of the games. But role reversal 

also occurs for other reasons that must be clearly distinguished, e.g., in relation to rule (vi), 

below. In such cases, the role reversal is temporary, in order to open and close a sub-game in 

which Socrates answers to objections to his move, so that the main game can resume.  

 It is also often emphasized in meta-discussions that role reversal occurs simply because what 

is most important in the dialectical games is not just that P is shamed and cleansed, but also the 

discovery of logical relations between theses: as Socrates puts it, if P is driven into an elenchus, 

a result is thus obtained of importance to all concerned, both players and the audience alike. For 

example, towards the beginning of the Philebus, Socrates is quite plain about this cooperative 

endeavour, or ‘spirit of enquiry’ as Aristotle would later say (Topics VIII, 5, 159a, 25): 

We are not contending here out of love for victory for my suggestion to win or for yours. We 
ought to act together as allies in support of the truest one. (Philebus, 14b)13 
 

It does not matter, therefore, if it is Socrates or the interlocutor who takes on the role of defender, 

and at times Socrates willingly plays the role of the answerer in order to prove that point, e.g., in 

the Protagoras: 

                                                

12 For the possibility of switching roles, see Protagoras 338d; for actual cases, see, e.g., Gorgias, where many 
changes occur, e.g., at 462b and 470c. Interestingly, at Euthydemus 297c Plato portrays Socrates as trying 
illegitimately to switch roles. 
13 See also the passage at Charmides, 166d-e quoted below for another example. 
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If Protagoras is not willing to answer questions, let him ask them, and I will answer, and at the 
same time try to show him how I think the answerer ought to answer. When I’ve answered all the 
questions he wishes to ask, then it’s his turn to be accountable to me in the same way. (Protagoras 
338d) 
  

 The nature of the thesis A to be defended, in rule (ii) needs to be clarified. According to 

Aristotle, at Topics, I, 1, 100a 29, such theses are endoxa or ‘probable’ opinions, which he 

defines later as that which is “accepted by everyone or by the majority or by the wise – i.e. by 

all, or by the majority, or by the most notable and reputable of them” (Topics, I, 1, 100b 20).14 

Aristotle even says of his endoxa that they could be “about any subject presented to us” (Topics, 

I, 1, 100a 19). It looks, therefore as if for both Plato and Aristotle only propositions that can be 

verified with certainty, on the spot, so to speak, are to be excluded. This is indeed in accordance 

with passages in Plato’s dialogues where it is admitted that some theses, such as the number of 

teeth Euthydemus has (Euthydemus 294c) or the road from Athens to Larissa (Meno 97a-b), are 

such that they can be verified and stand in no need of certification by dialectical games. Socrates 

and his interlocutor almost always debate over theses, often under the form of definitions such as 

‘Justice is the interest of the stronger’, pertaining to the moral domain, for which there could not 

be any verification.15 However, it should be clear that the theses discussed are not limited to the 

moral domain, since, e.g., ontological and logical theses are discussed in the Parmenides, 

mathematical ones in the Meno. Gilbert Ryle was of the contrary opinion that the fact that 

dialectical games proceed through questions with a ‘yes’ or ‘no’ answer (see the next rule) 

excludes ‘factual’, ‘arithmetical’ and ‘technical’ questions, and thus limits the topics to be 

                                                

14 Aristotle actually distinguishes between a protasis, which resembles this definition (Topics, I, 10, 104a 8), a 
problema about which there is a lack of unity among, say, the wise (Topics, I, 10, 104b 2) and a thesis or 
paradoxical opinion such as ‘contradiction is impossible’ (Topics, I, 1, 104b 19); Platonic dialogues contain 
dialectical games concerning all these types. 
15 These could be a protasis, problema or thesis, as defined in the previous footnote. 
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discussed to ‘conceptual questions’ (Ryle 1966, 105). This remark seems without merit as even 

Aristotle shows his students how to frame the right sort of questions at Topics VIII, 2, 158a 14.16  

 The point of playing dialectical games seems to be that in cases such as cosmology, 

mathematics or ethical principles, there is no possibility of direct verification and passing the test 

of consistency offered by dialectical games appeared to the Ancient Greeks as the only warrant 

available. One could go as far as to say that Plato’s use of ‘exetazein’ (to examine) as a possible 

description of what Socrates is doing when he is ‘out for a refutation’ is good enough evidence 

that his Socrates was first and foremost inquiring into such questions and refuting as a 

consequence of his method of testing. If, say, a given candidate for the principles of mathematics 

such as ‘One is not divisible’ can’t be refuted in dialectical games, then it can be assumed as 

hypothesis or as one of the homologemata of Theaetetus 155a-b. On the basis of such hypotheses 

one may derive further propositions, under the understanding that, should they be found 

incorrect, all that was derived from them must be abandoned. This is in accordance with Plato’s 

well-known doctrine concerning hypothetical reasoning in The Republic, where it is clear that the 

hypothesis is, at one stage, withdrawn from the dialectical test: 

In order to avoid going through all these objections one by one and taking a long time to prove 
them all untrue, let’s hypothesize that it is correct and carry on. But we agree that if it should ever 
be shown to be incorrect, all the consequences we’ve drawn from it will also be lost. (Republic, 
IV, 437a)17 
 

This point is of great importance, considering the enormous influence in History of Plato’s views 

about hypothetical reasoning. As far as Aristotle is concerned, he was certainly ambiguous on 

this point, since he implies at times, e.g., at Topics VIII, 1, 155b 10-16, that the principles of 

                                                

16 For a parallel critique of Ryle, see (Hintikka 1993, 6-7 & 12-13). 
17 See also Cratylus 436d on the necessity of an ‘adequate examination’ of first principles in order to uncover 
hidden inconsistencies. 
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science or axiomata, might be withdrawn from the test of dialectical games by the philosopher. 

But Aristotle also says this, when describing the usefulness of his textbook: 

For the study of philosophical sciences it is useful, because the ability to puzzle on both sides of a 
subject will make us detect more easily the truth or error about several points that arise. It has 
further use in relation to the principles used in several sciences. For it is impossible to discuss 
them at all from the principles proper to the particular science in hand, seeing that the principles 
are primitive in relation to everything else: it is through reputable opinions [endoxa] about them 
that these have to be discussed, and this task belongs properly, or most appropriately, to dialectic; 
for dialectic is a process of criticism wherein lies the path to the principles of all inquiries. (Topics, 
I, 1, 101a 36) 
 

One should note here that the opinion of commentators has changed on this topic. Indeed, one 

used to believe with W. D. Ross that dialectical games belong to “a by-gone mode of thought” 

and that “his own Analytics […] have made his Topics out of date” (Ross 1949, 59), but today’s 

tendency is to follow Jonathan Barnes and claim that Aristotle 

… nowhere suggests that any other method will lead to results which conflict with or go beyond 
the results achieved by the method of endoxa. (Barnes 1980, 186)18 
 

Of course, this is not an issue concerning the interpretation of Aristotle to be resolved here, 

although our approach is clearly in line with the more recent tendency. 

 Dialectical games then proceed according to these rules: 

(iii) The play then proceeds through a series of alternate questions and answers. O asks 
questions such that P may give a ‘short answer’: either ‘yes’ or ‘no’.19 
(iv) Proceeding thus, O elicits further commitments from P, e.g., commitment to assertions 
B, C, etc., which can be conceived as added to P’s ‘commitment store’ or ‘scoreboard’.20 

 
 In Plato’s dialogues, Socrates more often than not encounters recalcitrant proponents, who do 

not wish to submit themselves to rule (iii). This recalcitrance is understandable in light of the fact 

that there is a fundamental asymmetry between O and P. Needless to say, there are numerous 

meta-discussions where Socrates has to convince his partner to carry on answering his questions. 

It is worth noting that Socrates often insists on the fact that dialectical games as tests are a 

                                                

18 On this point, see the exchange between Bolton and Brunschwig in (Bolton 1990) and (Brunschwig 1990). 
19 There are numerous passages testifying to this, e.g., Gorgias 449b or Topics VIII, 2, 158a 15. 
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common endeavour, and they are not directed just at P: the result is as important for O. As 

Socrates points out to Protagoras, who asks if he should answer according to the majority 

opinion or to his own beliefs: 

It makes no difference to me, provided you give the answers, whether it is your own opinion or 
not. I am primarily interested in testing the argument, although it may happen both that the 
questioner, myself, and my respondent wind up being tested. (Protagoras 333c) 
 

An exhortation is served to Critias in the Charmides that contains the same idea: 

“How could you possibly think that even if I were to refute everything you say, I would be doing 
it for any other reasons than the one I would give for a thorough investigation of my own 
statements – the fear of unconsciously thinking I know something when I do not. And this is what 
I claim to be doing now, examining the argument for my own sake primarily but perhaps also for 
the sake of my friends. Or don’t you believe it to be for the common good, or for that of most 
men, that the state of each existing thing should become clear?” 
“Very much so Socrates”, he said 
“Pluck up courage then, my friend, and answer the questions as seems best to you, paying no 
attention to whether it is Critias or Socrates who is being refuted. Instead, give your attention to 
the argument itself to see what the result of its refutation will be.” (Charmides, 166d-e) 
 

This is related to an important fact about dialectical games, which is difficult to grasp, namely 

that P must answer not just faithfully in the sense that he must believe the answer,21 but also in 

accordance to the logical relation with what has been conceded before. To put it simply,  

proponent already committed to A should, upon conceding A→B, admit B, etc. This is indeed 

borne out by Topics VIII, 4, 159a 16, or by Socrates’ already-quoted comment in Protagoras 

(our underlining): 

If Protagoras is not willing to answer questions, let him ask them, and I will answer, and at the 
same time try to show him how I think the answerer ought to answer. (Protagoras 338d) 
 

As Michael Frede put it: 

The point of this exercise is clear: over the course of time one learns how propositions are 
logically related to each other, which follows from which, and which are incompatible with which. 
(Frede 1992, 213) 
 

                                                                                                                                                       

20 These two notions are taken from, respectively, (Hamblin 1970) and (Lewis 1983, essay 13). 
21 Even this is too strong, as we just saw in Protagoras 333c. 
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We should add here, since Frede did not have in mind our own approach in terms of dialogical 

games, that it would be better to read here ‘over the course of many plays’ for ‘over the course of 

time’: indeed, it is important to understand that there is a distinction between the game itself and 

plays of the game,22 a distinction easily made with ordinary games such as chess, but easily 

missed when talking about dialogical or dialectical games. It is often necessary to play many 

times over one thesis in order to be able to ascertain anything about it. This is one of the reasons 

why Socrates always claims ‘I do not know’: the result of some plays, even if pointing in the 

same direction, might not give strong enough a result for it to be called knowledge. There are 

many passages corroborating this.23 At the end of Lysis, for example, it is suggested that the 

interlocutors may have gone astray and that they “look over everything” that was said, “like the 

able speakers in the law courts” (222e). It is suggested, therefore, that they could have another go 

at it to see if, with another move or combination of moves at a certain stage, they could obtain a 

different result. In Theaetetus, 172d, Socrates mentions to Theodorus that they are beginning 

their “third discussion”. All this suggest strongly that Plato understood the distinction between 

game and plays of the game. Dialogues such as the Laches  can be seen as repeated plays of the 

same game, for the definition of courage (andreia). If anything, this shows how remarkable the 

depth of the thinking of the Greeks (at least of Plato and Aristotle) on their dialectical games 

was. 

 Plato’s and Xenophon’s Socrates almost exclusively deals with moral issues, but a very good 

example of the subtle mistakes that can be unearthed by repeated plays of such games is 

provided by Aristotle in Sophistical Refutations 11, 171b 16, with the squaring of the circle by 

                                                

22 Here, the English language is impoverished; in French, the distinction is captured by the distinction between un 
jeu and une partie. 
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means of the lunules. It has, however, nothing ‘sophistical’ about it. Aristotle does not say much 

– he even assumes that his reader knows the proof – but we can reconstruct his argument from 

Simplicius’ copy of a lost commentary by Alexander of Aphrodisias, which shows the proof to 

contain one faulty assumption.24 One may assume from the context that the faulty assumption 

was unearthed in a dialectical game where the opponent argued against the squaring of the circle.  

 To come back to the rules, and the noted, frequent recalcitrance of P to submit to rule (iii). 

Some room for manoeuvring is in fact provided for P, with these two further rules:25 

(v) P has a right to clarify or adjust an earlier concession, whenever O twists this 
concession in an undesirable direction. 
(vi) P can protest against O’s questions by formulating objections. 

 
Aristotle even allows as a formal move for the proponent that he claims ‘I do not understand’: 

The questioner should be met in a like manner also in the case of terms used obscurely and in 
several ways. For the answerer, if he does not understand, is always permitted to say ‘I do not 
understand’, and he is not compelled to reply ‘Yes’ or ‘No’ to a question which may mean 
different things. (Topics, VIII, 7, 160a 18) 
 

What the whole passage from which this quotation is extracted shows is that Aristotle is granting 

this formal move to the proponent as a precaution, so that the proponent can avoid being trapped 

by the opponent’s use of the fallacy of equivocation. 

 The possibility of doubting instead of merely answering ‘yes’ or ‘no’ raises yet another issue.  

Indeed, to doubt may be a strategy for P, when he feels that committing himself to a given 

answer might give the advantage to O. Provided there is an agreed limit on the length of the play, 

not even systematic use, but even simply frequent recourse to ‘I doubt’ would give an unfair 

advantage to P, who could thus buy time. From this one assumes that in dialectical games the 

                                                                                                                                                       

23 See also the passages cited below at Lesser Hippias 372b-e and Gorgias 508e-509a, which are excellent 
examples. 
24 See, e.g., (Dorion 1995, 283-285) for details. 
25 Taken from (Krabbe 2006, 668). On clarity, see Lesser Hippias 364b-d. 
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possibility of doubting is not an option for P.26 Enforcing the following rule, which fits the spirit 

of Socratic enquiry, would settle this problem: 

(vii) If O’s questions are admissible in light of (vi), then P must give an answer. 

* 

The next two rules are probably the most crucial ones, philosophically speaking: 

(viii) O may not introduce any thesis A, P must first commit himself to any thesis A.  
(ix) Having elicited from P commitment to, say, B and C, O can then propose that they 
‘add up’ or ‘syllogize’,27 inferring from A, B and C absurdity (adunaton). 

 
Rule (viii) enforces the asymmetry in favour of O. It is a peculiar form of what is known in 

dialogical logic as the ‘formal rule’. In dialogical logic, it is normally stated the reverse way:  

(viii’) P may not introduce any thesis A, O must first commit herself to any thesis A 
(Rückert 2001, 168).  
 

This is because in dialogical logic the asymmetry is on the side of P, who is arguing for validity. 

By contrast, it becomes clear that dialectical games are symmetrically opposite: asymmetry is on 

the side of O, because O argues for invalidity. Indeed, with rule (iv) Socrates, as O, never needs 

to assert anything. He just needs P to commit to the theses with which he will infer the 

contradiction. Strict obedience to formal rule (viii) thus guarantees that Socrates argues for 

invalidity in the same way that, in dialogical logic, the formal rule (viii’) guarantees that one 

                                                

26 In this, they differ from obligational games, where doubt is admitted. One should note, however, that the 
possibility of doubting opens the door to a ‘lazy’ strategy for P, namely, to doubt systematically any thesis to which 
she is asked to commit herself (Dutilh Novaes 2007, sec. 3.3). There are ways to circumvent this in obligational 
games (Dutilh Novaes 2007, 158), but, in the case of dialectical games, the possibility of systematic doubting might 
have been a reason for excluding doubt as a possible answer for P. This point appears to be linked with Socrates’ 
request that the proponent answers questions with full honesty, in this limited way: at least when one honestly thinks 
‘yes’ or ‘no’, one should not claim ‘I doubt’ in order simply to gain strategic advantage. 
27 This is the original meaning of the word. See, e.g., (Robinson 1966, 21). One should further note that, while 
Aristotle defines syllogismos at the very beginning of his Topics as “an argument in which, certain things being laid 
down, something other than these necessarily comes about through them” (Topics, I, 1, 100a 25), he also points out 
in Posterior Analytics, I, 1, 71a 7 that the premises are obtained “from men who grasp them”. It would thus be 
wrong to think, merely because we were taught so, that Aristotle conceived the syllogism merely in terms of a 
solitary thinker; the definition also covers and seems primarily intended to cover dialectical situations. 
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argues for formal validity. This is a most remarkable feature of dialectical games, which will 

become important in the discussion of rule (ix), in a moment. It is also linked with one of the 

most obvious, but often misunderstood, features of Socrates’ philosophy: his repeated avowals of 

ignorance, most famously in the passage beginning at Apology 21c, where Socrates tries to prove 

the oracle, who claimed that he is the wisest, wrong, but also at key, strategic moments such as 

the Lesser Hippias 372b-e, where Socrates invokes his ignorance at the very moment when 

Hippias forced him to concede that he is committed to the view that those who commit injustice 

voluntarily are better than those who commit it involuntarily, a thesis he is known to disagree 

with (on this see, e.g., Protogoras 351b & 359a). Another ‘strategic’ avowal comes towards the 

end of the Gorgias, where Socrates has been struggling a bit, while being put in the answerer’s 

seat: 

These conclusions, at which we arrived earlier in our previous discussions are, I’d say, held down 
and bound by arguments of iron and adamant, even if it’s rather rude to say so. So it would seem 
anyhow. And if you or someone more forceful than won’t undo them, then anyone who says 
anything other than what I’m now saying cannot be speaking well. And yet for my part my 
account is ever the same: I do not know how these things are, but no one I have ever met, as in this 
case, can say anything else without being ridiculous. (Gorgias 508e-509a) 
 

Such avowals of ignorance are crucial to enforce rule (viii), without which Socrates could not 

argue for invalidity. 

 What rule (ix) throws into relief is the fact that a dialectical game for A appear to proceed 

through questions and answers in the midst of which P commits himself to further theses, say, B 

and C that are to be put in his ‘commitment store’ or ‘scoreboard’, thus forming a set of premises 

{A, B, C}, from which in a final step, involving a logical inference, O is able to infer absurdity 

from that set. O might derive ¬A from the further premises B and C, thus demonstrating that A, B 

and C are incompatible when taken together, i.e., that they form an inconsistent set. This is 
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indeed perfectly in line with the above remark that in dialectical games O argues for invalidity. 

In symbolic terms (with ‘⊥’ standing for absurdity), O has shown that: 

(I) A, B, C  |—   ⊥ 

According to us, this is, strictly, the elenchus. The word is usually translated as ‘refutation’, but, 

as we argued, the original meaning of ‘test’ remains and fits very well here: the compatibility of 

A with other premises, as well as the capacity of P to maintain consistency, has been tested by O. 

 This interpretation of the elenchus goes against Vlastos’ ‘standard elenchus’.28 Vlastos’ 

presentation at (Vlastos 1994, 11) can be adapted to our context as follows: 

(1) The proponent assert a thesis, A which Socrates – the opponent – considers false and 
targets for refutation. 

(2) Socrates secures (ad hoc) agreement to further premises, say B and C from which 
Socrates argues. 

(3) Socrates then argues, and the interlocutor agrees, that B & C entail ¬A. 
(4) Socrates then claims that he has shown that ¬A is true and A false. 

 
 It is worth pointing out against Vlastos that (I) is merely a logical validity (one could say 

today that it is true in every model, but models are not needed here). Applying the rule of the 

introduction of negation on the right-hand side of this sequent, a deduction rule incidentally 

acceptable to the intuitionist, one may argue from (I) the following sequent 

(II)  B, C  |—   ¬A 

 If we are in a situation were B and C are true or simply more ‘entrenched’, then this logical 

validity tells us that ¬A is true or more ‘entrenched’, assuming here that ‘entrenchedness’ is 

preserved by logical consequence. However, in absence of such information on B and C, or  in a 

situation where A, B and C have the same degree of entrenchment, no such conclusion is 

                                                

28 Vlastos’ interpretation is quite widespread and often simply taken for granted, but the number of notable 
authorities who have rejected it is surprising. See, e.g., (Benson 1995, 47 n. 6) for a list, which is even incomplete at 
the time it was drafted; see, e.g., (Frede 1992, 210-211). At all events, we are not making an argument from 
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available. This is illustrated by the fact that from (I), one can also derive, once again by negation 

introduction, the sequents:  

(III) A, C  |—   ¬B 

(IV) A, B  |—   ¬C 

That one should favour (II) over (III) or (IV) is an issue hardly ever raised by Socrates, except in 

the Gorgias, where Vlastos finds the only textual basis for his interpretation.29 In the later stages 

of that dialogue, Socrates goes on arguing that, in our jargon ¬A is in fact more entrenched than 

A. His interlocutor, Callicles, refuses to answer after a while. For that and other reasons, 

Socrates, who describes his own arguments as “of iron and adamant”, nevertheless concludes 

with yet another avowal of ignorance, as we saw above. If here, there is, ultimately, no claim that 

¬A is true and A false. An ‘elenchus’, therefore, concludes the game and Socrates’ interlocutor is 

shamed (i.e., shown not to be the expert he pretends to be, etc.) for having been shown to hold an 

inconsistent set of premises {A, B, C}; he is also left contemplating the inconsistency of his 

beliefs, with perhaps no more than an indication, at best, that he should favour (II).  

 Vlastos’ interpretation derived a good deal of its popularity among Socrates scholars from the 

fact that it opens the door to ‘dogmatic’ readings of Socrates and the early Platonic dialogues, 

                                                                                                                                                       

authority but avoiding one: all that this shows is that Vlastos’ interpretation is not ‘authoritative’, and that it is 
perilous to take it for granted without first weighting the arguments for and against it.  
29 Vlastos’ interpretation has a rather flimsy textual basis, namely a small set of remarks from only one dialogue, the 
Gorgias 472b, 473b, 475e & 479e. It does not square with the extended ‘meta-discussion’ of dialectical games 
discussed earlier, at Apology 21b-23b, with the ensuing elenchi in the cross-examination of Meletus at 24d-28a and 
Sophist 230b. In ‘The Dissolution of the Problem of the Elenchus’ (Benson 1995), Hugh Benson has argued that one 
should look at the Apology for Socrates’ own understanding of dialectical games, since it is the only place in the 
early dialogues where he is made to speak of his own voice and in a sustained way about these games. From an 
analysis of this passage, Benson draws a list of six features articulated by Socrates and examines five elenchi in 
Euthyphro, four in the Laches and eight in the Charmides, showing that they all possess these features while 
providing no compelling evidence that an elenchus is meant to prove the truth or falsehood of a given (moral) thesis 
(Benson 1995, 100). To this enormous weight of evidence, Benson provides some compelling remarks against the 
reading of (Gorgias 472b, 473b, 475e & 479e) on which Vlastos based his interpretation (Benson 1995, 100-109). 
However, discussing this last point would leave us too far afield; the reader is referred to Benson’s paper, as we see 
no need to add to his arguments. 
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according to which they are not truly aporetic, as Socrates is somehow putting forth some 

positive moral doctrines by refuting those of his interlocutors or arguing that some questions are 

in need of an answer. This interpretative task would be greatly simplified if one could show that 

in driving his interlocutor to an elenchus, Socrates is, each time, arguing for some truth by 

showing the falsehood of its contradictory. This is of course not a debate that we have to 

adjudicate here. But our claim here is that there is no ‘standard elenchus’ of the form (1)-(4), and 

that this avenue is not open for supporters of ‘dogmatic’ readings of the early dialogues. 

However, that Socrates does not show, by driving the proponent of A into an elenchus, the truth 

of ¬A is compatible with the fact that he actually believed that ¬A (although he could not ‘prove’ 

it); his argument against Callicles in the later stages of the Gorgias is a clear indication that he 

sometimes does. We are therefore not claiming that such readings are impossible just that the 

task might be harder than expected, because one cannot use the ‘standard elenchus’ of the form 

(1)-(4) in order to infer that this is always the case. 

 It might also be replied that (II) was needed by Socrates in order to establish that (I), in which 

case, however, one only has a case of reductio ad absurdum. This corresponds, after all to the 

definition of ‘refutation’ in Sophistical Refutations: “a deduction to the contradictory of the 

thought that had been stated” (Sophistical Refutations, 1, 165a, 2-3). We would like, however, to 

underline the fact that moves (I) and (II), i.e., respectively, pointing out the inconsistency of the 

set of premises {A, B, C} and inferring ¬A from B and C, are two distinct inferential moves. If 

one wishes to discuss the truth of the premises, one should then recall that valid arguments may 

have false premises – a fact already emphasized by Aristotle in Topics VIII, 11, 162a 10. 

Therefore, (II) might be valid, although B or C might be false. In order to go through with his 

interpretation, Vlastos must therefore show that in at least some cases the premises B and C are 
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somehow proved true, in which case (II) can be read as (4), i.e., as proving the truth of ¬A. Our 

claim against this is simply that the truth of B and C is never established, but always conceded by 

the proponent, i.e., he commits himself but no one knows if he is entitled to them. One should 

note here that Vlastos is perfectly aware of this difficulty, and this is why he spoke about a 

‘problem of the Socratic elenchus’: 

What Socrates in fact does in any given elenchus is to convict p of being a member of an 
inconsistent premise-set; and to do this is not to show that p is false but only that either p is false 
or that some or all of the premises are false. The question then becomes how Socrates can claim, 
as I shall be arguing he does claim in “standard elenchus”, to have proved that the refutand is 
false, when all he has established is its inconsistency with premises whose truth he has not tried to 
establish in that argument: they have entered the argument simply as propositions on which he and 
the interlocutor are agreed. This is the problem of the Socratic elenchus […] (Vlastos 1994, 3-4) 
 

Our point here is deceptively simple: there is no ‘standard elenchus’, therefore no ‘problem of 

the Socratic elenchus’. But Vlastos goes on arguing that Socrates must be making, in his own 

words, the “tremendous assumption” that “anyone who entertains the false (moral) belief A also 

entertains true (moral) beliefs B and C that entail ¬A” (Vlastos 1994, 25). This claim can hardly 

be sustained,30 and Vlastos’ discussion of Socrates’ attempt to solve the ‘problem of the Socratic 

elenchus’ seems too far-fetched to deserve further discussion in the context of this paper. 

 Since our dismissal of Vlastos’ interpretation is based on a modern conception of logic not 

available to the Greeks, we should insist here that our use of logic makes for a charitable 

interpretation, not the reverse. From the point of view of modern logic, if Socrates merely 

pointed out to his interlocutor the inconsistency of the set of his own premises {A, B, C}, then he 

is faultless. If, however, he thought he had ‘refuted’ A in the strict sense of having shown A false 

and ¬A true, then his reasoning clearly comes out as deficient from our modern standpoint. This 

                                                

30 This is labelled [A] by Vlastos (Vlastos 1994, 25), who goes on arguing that [B] Socrates’ set of (moral) beliefs at 
any given time is consistent, so that one may infer that [C] ‘Socrates’ set of (moral) beliefs at any given time is true’ 
(Vlastos 1994, 28). Even if this were possible, it would be too farfetched. But it is not, as (Brickhouse & Smith 
1984) have shown further that [A] and [B] could not entail [C]. See also (Benson 1995, 48). 
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would just be Whig history all over again. One should note en passant that the above quotation 

shows that Vlastos has some understanding of this and therefore that he is aware that under his 

interpretation Socrates makes him come out as an incompetent logician. Our interpretation is 

more satisfaisante pour l’esprit. 

 We should conclude our critical remarks, however, by pointing out that Vlastos considered his 

understanding of the elenchus, as “foundational” for his interpretation of Socrates (Vlastos 1991, 

111 n. 23). This places him within a tradition that goes back, through Richard Robinson Plato’s 

Earlier Dialectic (Robinson 1966) and Gilbert Ryle Plato’s Progress (Ryle 1966), to George 

Grote’s Plato and the other Companions of Sokrates (Grote 1865).31 Our disagreements 

notwithstanding, we concur with the fundamental importance of getting Plato on the dialectic 

games right for the study of his philosophy, although this is an issue on which we cannot say 

anything in the context of this paper. (The same goes, of course for the role of dialectical games 

in the overall interpretation of Aristotle.) 

* 

To come back to the list of rules. It could not be complete without a rule for winning: 

(x) When O has driven P into an elenchus, the play ends with O winning; P wins by 
avoiding being driven into an elenchus. 

 
This is implicit in Plato’s dialogues, but explicit in the opening sentence of Aristotle’s Topics: 

Our treatise proposes to find a line of inquiry whereby we shall be able to reason from reputable 
opinions about any subject presented to us, and also shall ourselves, when putting forward an 
argument, avoid saying anything contrary to it. (Topics, I, 1, 100a 20) 
 

                                                

31 Of course, no unity of view is implied here, over and above the centrality given to the role of the elenchus in the 
interpretation of Socrates. Vlastos, for example, rejects Grote’s understanding of the elenchus, which was that of 
‘ex-Vlastos’, at (Vlastos 1994, 20). See also the remarks on Robinson’s ‘indirect elenchus’ in (Vlastos 1994, 12, n. 
34). Robinson’s misconstrues the elenchus as being of the form of a Modus Tollens: 

A→B, ¬Β |—   ¬A 
 Alas, this is repeated in (Kneale & Kneale 1962, 7). 
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One important caveat here is that O must get P to concede the contradiction, i.e., that P has 

committed himself to ¬A when committed to further premises B and C. It is possible for P not to 

recognize the validity of this last deductive step, in which case the judgement of a moderator or 

of the audience could enter into play.  

 Our modern dialogical games proceed in a finite number of steps, decomposing the 

assertion along the lines of its logical connectives, but not so here, as O must ask questions in 

order to obtain from P commitment to the theses that will serve for the elenchus. As P is well 

aware that O is trying to show an inconsistency in his beliefs, O has to proceed in a roundabout 

way, so that P would not suspect that he gives away key theses for the elenchus. Proceeding 

somehow in a roundabout way, the game might go on for quite some time. In order for the games 

to be playable, i.e., not just simply to avoid infinite games, but to keep them in a format 

manageable for their purpose (being played in public, etc.), one needs some constraint on their 

length: 

(xi) There is limit on the length of plays. 
 

 Aristotle mentions twice a ‘Time is up’ rule – in medieval parlance: ‘cedat tempus’ – in 

Topics VIII, 10, 161a10 and Sophistical Refutations, 34, 183a 25. He also has at Sophistical 

Refutations, 34, 183a 25 a comment that implies that the time allowed for a given play might be 

set in advance by the players. The presence of such a rule makes sense: under standard rules of 

dialogical logic, all plays are necessarily of finite length, but not here. A play cannot, however, 

go on indefinitely, e.g., when O seems repeatedly unable to drive P into an elenchus, so the play 

may be declared over, with P winning. Presumably, the play may be declared over by a umpire, 

the audience or even the players themselves.  
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 The situation is slightly different for Plato, who insists in the Theaetetus on the importance of 

not having any time constraint, when describing the philosopher: 

When he talks, he talks in peace and quiet, and his time is his own. It is so with us now: here we 
are beginning on our third new discussion; and he can do the same, if he is like us, and prefers the 
newcomer to the question in hand. It does not matter to such men whether they talk for a day or a 
year, if only they may hit upon that which is. But the other – the man of the law courts – is always 
in a hurry; he has to speak with one eye on the clock. (Theaetetus 172d-e) 
 

 As for the possible presence of an umpire, Hippias suggests that one be appointed at 

Protagoras 338b, in order that Protagoras and Socrates “steer a middle course” between the long 

speeches of the former, who “leaves the land behind to disappear into the Sea of Rhetoric” and 

the “excessively brief form of discussion” favoured by Socrates (338a). The suggestion is then 

rejected but there is an implicit recognition that questions or answers that are too lengthy are 

forbidden. This is not a ‘cedat tempus’ rule, but some control on excessive length, advocated 

here by Socrates, is nevertheless enforced. Furthermore, as Ryle pointed out (Ryle 1966, 115), 

this passage suggests the prior existence of a practice of arbitration by an umpire. Even more 

interesting here is the idea that the umpire is to control the length of the moves in the game. The 

lack of precision here should not, however, make us forget that this essential dimension was 

omnipresent in thinking about dialectical games.  

 Closely related to (xi) is the following: 

(xii) Delaying tactics are forbidden.  

Aristotle’s remarks at Topics VIII, 2, 158a 25 appear to be a forerunner of the ‘no delay’ rule in 

modern game semantics, which forbids delaying tactics such as repeating an attack or refusing, 

after conceding many instances, to agree to a generalisation already in play without providing a 

counterexample (see rule (xiv) below). There is no explicit rule such as this in Plato’s dialogues, 

but many instances where the players are asked to keep on track; perhaps the most striking 

example being when Socrates asks Protagoras to stop giving long-winded answers and to keep to 
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shorts ones (Protagoras, 329a-b). As with (xi), delaying tactics could presumably be called off 

by an umpire, the audience or the players. 

  The audience, mentioned in rule (i), appears at first blush to have a limited, albeit non-

negligible role, e.g., at Gorgias 458b-c, or at Protagoras 339e, when Protagoras, after having 

driven Socrates into an elenchus, receives the “noisy round of applause” that destabilizes 

Socrates, who recounts: “I felt as I had been hit by a good boxer”.  He then tries to stall for time 

until he can think of a strategy to gain the upper hand again. It is clear that dialectical games are 

always played in front of an audience, however small, but it does not necessarily act as jury. 

Nevertheless, the very presence of an audience has implications that are often lost on scholars, 

especially in the currently popular ‘existential’ readings of the elenchus in terms of ‘spiritual 

exercises’ (Hadot 1992), which transform dialectical games from a dynamic interaction between 

the players into a ‘struggle with oneself’ (Davidson 1990, 476). At all events, the result of an 

elenchus has a clear-cut result for the audience, whose role, in the Greek polity, was not merely 

that of spectators: they are also drawing their own judgement.32 Dialectical games were played in 

public places such as the Agora and, provided a thesis A is successfully defended on a sufficient 

number of occasions, all in the audience are (deferentially) entitled to add it to their own 

‘commitment store’ or ‘scoreboard’, if, on the other hand, proponents has repeatedly failed to 

defend it and members of the audience discover through such plays that A cannot be held 

consistently along with B, C, etc. that they consider to be more entrenched, it would be wiser for 

them to withdraw A from their scoreboard. Either way, the result becomes common knowledge 

(in a non-technical sense of this expression). 

                                                

32  On this point, see (Ryle 1966, 198). 
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   As we said, dialectical games do not proceed in a de-compositional manner along the lines 

of the logical connectives. Dialogical logic distinguishes between structural and particle rules, 

but there appears to be no explicitly stated particle rules for dialectical games. This does not 

mean that they do not involve implicitly rules for the connectives, after all they are presupposed 

in any discussion. An example, taken almost at random, should suffice to make the point. We 

chose a passage from Ion, where Socrates discusses with the rhapsode Ion his claim that A: ‘A 

rhapsode speaks about poets “on the basis of knowledge or mastery”’. Near the beginning of the 

dialogue, Socrates gets Ion to admit that one possible way to argue this is to claim that A→B, 

with B being the statement that ‘The rhapsode can tell that which of two poets is the best’. Ion 

having already committed himself to A, Socrates forces the play to move on to B, and then 

argues that ¬B, namely that Ion cannot tell which of two poets is best, because Ion had already 

conceded earlier on (Ion 531a) that he only knows about Homer – the elenchus happens at (Ion 

532b).  

 Here is, therefore, a snippet taken from Ion, 531b exemplifying two implicit logical rules; it is 

taken from the middle of this discussion, at the stage were Socrates is trying to establish  A→B:  

Socrates: Take all the places were two poets speak of divination, agreeing or not. Who would explain these 
better: a diviner or a rhapsode?  

 
Here Socrates asks Ion to choose: C∨D. Ion chooses the former: 

ION: A diviner 
 

And then Socrates suggests that Ion grants C→E, as Ion grants C, thus forcing Ion to commit to 

E: 

SOCRATES: Suppose that you are a diviner: then you would know how to explain where they agree 
and where they disagree. 
ION: That’s clear. 
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The debate then goes on about E, with a series of questions raised by Socrates, but we need not 

go further: implicit in this passage are the rules for disjunction and implication.33 It is of course 

important in logic to have at the very least a rule for ‘→’, it would here be: 

(xiii) Once the P has committed himself to A and A→B, O can force P to defend his 
commitment to B.34 

 
As far as rules for quantifiers are concerned, Aristotle has an explicit rule at Topics, VIII, 8, 

160b1 with a surprisingly modern ring: 

(xiv) If P has granted to O many instances but refuses to commit itself to the 
generalisation, then O may force P to provide a counterexample. 

 
Of course, in light of (x), such a rule is necessary, as granting instance after instance without 

granting the generalisation is a delaying tactic forbidden in (xi). This is not exactly equivalent to 

the rule in modern dialogical logic, but interestingly near enough. 

 That, roughly speaking, analogues of the particle rules in dialogical logic seem to be used 

implicitly in dialectical games should of course not be a surprise at all, since these rules are 

supposed, according to the philosophy of the ‘Erlangen School, to be abstracted from our 

ordinary practice. A lot of ink has been spilt over the latter since the publication in 1967 of 

Logical Propaedeutic. Pre-School of Reasonable Discourse (Kamlah & Lorenzen 1984); a 

                                                

33 In Ion, Socrates drives Ion in a series of elenchi concerning a series of conditionals A→B in the manner outlined 
above for the elenchus at (Ion 532b). It is quite remarkable that Plato’s ‘Socratic’ or ‘aporetic’ dialogues proceed as 
follows: once Socrates has elicited commitment to an assertion A from his interlocutor, he usually elicits a further 
commitment to a conditional assertion of the form A→B. Once the interlocutor has agreed to A→B, Socrates 
actually concedes A to move against B, and the game goes on with a debate concerning B. Once the interlocutor has 
been driven to an elenchus concerning B, Socrates often goes on eliciting commitment from the proponent for 
another conditional assertion A→C, from which a debate on C follows. This might explain why Robinson thought 
(see footnote 19 above) that the elenchus is of the form of a Modus Tollens. 
34 This rule is closely related to the one found in dialogical logic, which displays a conception of the meaning of the 
conditional which differs from the truth-conditional one, where it is equivalent to ¬A∨B, namely that, once the P has 
committed himself to A→B, O grants A, thus forcing P to defend his commitment to B. Indeed, in order to debate on 
a conditional such as A→B, the opponent must concede the antecedent A in order to force the proponent into 
debating the content of consequent B, which is after all where the semantic content of the conditional really lies. In 
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starting point was looked for within the Lebenswelt, with help of ideas from unusual suspects 

such as Hugo Dingler or Karl Bühler.35 A possible suggestion here would be simply to use the 

regimented discussions of Ancient Greece as the point of departure. Indeed, in dialectical games, 

rules for the connectives are hardly ever made explicit, but always followed implicitly. 

 Finally, we should add a rule forbidding fouls of the ‘eristic’ kind: 

(xv) Fallacies are strictly forbidden. 

 As can be seen from the display of verbal tricks by Euthydemus and Dionosodorus in 

Euthydemus, the Greeks quickly realized that O can easily force P into what is only an apparent 

elenchus (Laches 196b). According to Plato, the elenchus would not be a real one because it 

would not be believed by P (Theaetetus 154d-e).36 According to Aristotle, there is no real 

inference (Topics, I, 1, 101a 2). Aristotle studied carefully these fallacious moves in Sophistical 

Refutations, a sort of companion volume to the Topics – the set of his examples actually overlaps 

those found in Euthydemus –, which could also be used for pedagogical purposes. Following our 

discussion of Vlastos, one should note that, again, the distinction between ‘apparent’ and ‘real’ 

elenchus has nothing to do with truth and falsity, only with the possibility of an apparent logical 

inference as a step in the game.  

 As the well-known story goes, the words eristike and sophistike were used by Plato and 

Aristotle to cover cases where rule (xiv) was not enforced. Following them, we could indeed 

classify ‘eristics’ as games, but as perversions of dialectical games, full of fouls and with no real 

elenchus. Plato tended to portray all Sophists as practitioners of ‘eristics’, while Aristotle did the 

same for Megarians. This bias is misleading and not only because it is rather likely that fallacies 

                                                                                                                                                       

dialectical games, however, O is not allowed to grant anything, let alone A, in order to play formally, and must 
therefore secure commitment from P first. 
35 See (Marion 2008) for a critical discussion and an entry into the literature. 
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crept in dialectical games before Sophists or Megarians (after all Aristotle was convinced that 

Zeno’s argument were sophistic), but also because this accusation appears groundless in light of 

available evidence. (As a matter of fact Aristotle hardly attributes a ‘sophism’ to a Sophist in his 

Sophistical Refutations…) Maybe some practiced the genre but certainly not all. The original 

meaning of eristike was in reference to the agonistic nature of dialectical games, and there is no 

reason to believe that the original eristike was just a game of fouls. Rehabilitating this original 

eristike is indeed, in our eyes, a most important task. 

 The proscription of fallacies underscores an essential dimension of dialectical  games, namely 

their embodiment of epistemic virtues. Of course, as games of consistency management, they 

already embody the requirement of consistency (and clarity in the theses to be discussed); it is 

rather significant that the very idea of fallacious forms of argument came about as a reflection on 

the proper conduct of those games. There are further more ‘existential’ facets here, related to 

‘self-control’, i.e., to the need to cultivate some traits of character in order to be a better player or 

even to be able to play. We have already seen some of this, for example the need to avoid anger 

but also the courage one needs to face the possible shame incurred by the elenchus, in Socrates’ 

exhortation to Critias at Charmides, 166d-e, quoted above. As a matter of fact, that very dialogue 

seems as if written in order to teach its readers about the virtues of courage and moderation (as 

well as the advantages of cooperation through what is on the looks of it a purely agonistic game) 

as it is replete with discussions concerning these topics.37 For that purpose, Plato even puts his 

character Socrates into a rather comical situation, when he looks inside Charmides’ cloak, while 

everybody has their heads turned away: 

I saw inside his cloak and caught fire and was quite beside myself. (Charmides 155d) 

                                                                                                                                                       

36 See (Benson 1989) for a detailed discussion of this point. 
37 On this, see (Schmid 1998, 2002). 
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As a result of his arousal, Socrates is momentarily unable to continue playing the game and he 

regains his composure and ability to play only after some time (at 156d). This can be construed 

as showing that control over one’s impulses is a key to the proper playing of dialectical games. 

This facet, not to be confused with the ‘spiritual exercises’ of the ‘existentialist’ readings, is only 

thrown into relief through a proper understanding of the functioning of dialectical games, and the 

many remarks in Plato’s dialogues that address it are certainly well worth a further investigation. 

* 

To conclude, we would like to make some brief and tentative remarks about the origins of logic. 

Aristotle is credited for the codification of the rules of deduction for some syllogisms in his Prior 

Analytics, which is usually considered, for a variety of reasons, the first book of logic.38 He also 

happens to have written the only treatise on dialectical games handed down to us in complete 

form, the Topics (to which one should append, as we just saw, the Sophistical Refutations). The 

chronology of the books composing the Organon is a matter of debate, but we assume here that 

the discovery of syllogistic was a late one and that the Topics is thus an earlier treatise than Prior 

Analytics. One may naturally ask: What prompted Aristotle to discover his syllogistic?  

 Our approach through parallels between dialectical and dialogical games suggests a possible 

answer. It has to do with a distinction, which is seldom fully grasped, between the level of 

games, where anyone who has mastered the rules can go on playing, and the level of strategies, 

which involves the handling of some procedure. In other words, when the rules for dialectical 

games are set up and their knowledge is shared among epistemic peers, then anyone may play 

such games. Under these conditions, for a given thesis A, one play may result in a win, another in 

                                                

38 For example, within the tradition of ‘language as calculus’, one would insist on the introduction of the variable as 
a key development in the origin of logic. See note 4 above. 
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defeat, etc. One may go on with multiple plays, hoping for constant victory, in order to ascertain 

that one is entitled to A. If one remains at this unreflective level, one may win or lose by sheer 

luck, as one’s opponent turns out to be either an imbecile or somehow naturally endowed with a 

superior ability at arguing. In other words, it is like playing chess having no clue about strategy. 

It is an entirely different thing to look at strategies, i.e., not only at the ability to play through 

simple mastery of the rules, but through reflection on games, i.e., study of tricks that will ensure 

a win. In dialogical logic, this is an important distinction, since it is at the level of strategies that 

one finds validity. There is evidence, e.g., from lists of titles in Diogenes Laertius, that at least at 

the time of Socrates, or even before and not only in Athens, ‘cram-books’ were written to teach 

how to play dialectical games. Alas, only part of the Dissoi Logoi have survived; this being our 

only available example of a ‘cram-book’. Now, we suggest that the move from ‘cram-books’ 

such as the Dissoi Logoi to Aristotle’s Topics and, further, Prior Analytics is explainable as an 

analogous move from the game level to the strategy level.  

 Jaakko Hintikka gave us a clue when he wrote about the difference between what we have 

called dialectical games and his own interrogative games (which include some purely deductive 

steps): 

In a sense, even the main formal difference between Plato’s dialogical games and my interrogative 
ones had already been introduced by Aristotle. He was as competitive as the next Greek, and 
hence was keenly interested in winning his questioning games. Now any competent trial lawyer 
knows what the most important feature of successful cross-examination is: being able to predict 
witnesses’ answers. Aristotle quickly discovered that certain answers were indeed perfectly 
predictable. In our terminology, they are the answers that are logically implied by the witness’ 
earlier responses. By studying such predictable answers in their own right in relation to their 
antecedents, Aristotle became the founder of deductive logic. (Hintikka 2007, 3)39 
 

 We do not claim, however, that no meta-discussion or reflection at the strategy level really 

happened before Aristotle. On the contrary, our claim would be that there was a considerable lot 

                                                

39 This is not the first statement of that idea. See also (Hintikka 1993, 14-19). 
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going on, even before Socrates (Aristotle was not, to paraphrase Hintikka, the only competitive 

Greek), and that Aristotle capped this process only by operating more self-consciously and 

systematically at the level of strategies – after all, this is the very raison d’être of his topoi.  

 There are two steps involved here. The first one would be to learn through experience what  

series of moves will insure victory, i.e., chess players would called ‘combinations’. It is clear that 

a document like the Dissoi Logoi, or even Plato’s dialogues in their own way, provide examples 

such ‘combinations’, and the numerous ‘cram-books’ that are now lost were probably of this 

nature. At the very end of the Sophistical Refutations, Aristotle, aiming at Gorgias in particular, 

criticizes these ‘cram-books’ because they merely give recipes, but do not teach any ‘know-

how’: 

[…] the training given by paid professors of contentious arguments was like the practice of 
Gorgias. For he used to hand out rhetorical speeches to be learned by heart, and they handed out 
speeches in the form of question and answer, which each supposed would cover most of the 
arguments on either side. And therefore the teaching they gave their pupils was rapid but 
unsystematic. For they used to suppose that they trained people by imparting to them not the art 
but its products, as though anyone professing that they would impart a form of knowledge to 
obviate any pain in the feet, were then not to teach a man the art of shoe-making or the sources 
whence he can acquire anything of the kind, but were to present him with several kinds of shoes of 
all sorts – for he has helped him to meet his need, but has not imparted an art to him. (Sophistical 
Refutations, 34, 183b 36) 
 

And immediately after this Aristotle goes on praising the novelty of his own work on that score, 

thereby implying that his syllogistic came about as reflection on strategies: 

Moreover, on the subject of rhetoric there exists much that has been said long ago, whereas on the 
subject of deduction we had absolutely nothing else of an earlier date to mention, but were kept at 
work for a long time in experimental researches. (Sophistical Refutations, 34, 185b 10)40 
 

                                                

40 Another very important feature of Aristotle’s Topics, for which he claims novelty, is that he does not provide a 
textbook for O but for P. See Topics VIII, 5, 159a 34. This point is highlighted by Jacques Brunschwig (Brunschwig 
2007, 278-279), who correctly points out that it introduces deep changes in the nature of the dialectical games. 
However, the idea that it ‘depersonalizes’ dialectic (Dorion 1997) is somehow exaggerated from our point of view; 
we have given above reasons to believe that in Plato’s dialogues too, one must give the answer one considers 
logically appropriate, not just the answer one ‘believes’. It seems to us that the emphasis on P is rather of 
importance because it opens the door to the possibility of arguing for validity. 
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 The ‘experimental research’ alluded to here probably consisted of repeated plays of dialectical 

games about a given thesis. Aristotle also gives in Topics concrete advice to students, which 

includes something like learning what chess players would called ‘combinations’: 

It is best to know thoroughly argument upon those problems which are of most frequent 
occurrence, and particularly in regard to those theses which are primary; for in discussing these 
answerers frequently give up in despair. Moreover, get a good stock of definitions; and have those 
of reputable and primary ideas at your fingertips; for it is through these that deductions are 
effected. You should try, moreover, to master the heads under which other arguments mostly tend 
to fall. For just as in geometry it is useful to be practised in the elements, and in arithmetic having 
the multiplication table up to ten at one’s fingers’ end makes a great difference to one’s knowledge 
of the multiples of other numbers too, likewise also in arguments it is a great advantage to be well 
up in regard to first principles. (Topics, VIII, 163b 17) 
 

Following Slomkowski, we can see Aristotle’s topoi in light of this as universal propositions or 

principles (often of the form of biconditionals) that can be used as premises of hypothetical 

syllogisms, knowledge of which helps one to win dialectical games, via a deduction 

(Slomkowski 1997, 3). 

 As we saw, the key moment of the dialectical game is the inferential step in rule (ix), when O, 

in possession of all elements, adds them up to infer the negation of the thesis at stake, thus 

driving P into an elenchus. The codification of this inferential step as, e.g., of the form of a 

Modus Tollens, does not just mark the birth of logic, it was for Aristotle providing the 

prospective player of dialectical games tools for winning. A deep philosophical question about 

logic, which almost never raised by philosophers is: Whence this or that rule but not another 

one? To explain the origin of Aristotle’s syllogistic in terms of dialectical games, as we merely 

suggest here, might actually give us an important clue.41  

                                                

41 We would like to thank Neil Kennedy, whose comments forced us to improve our discussion of rule (ix) and, 
likewise Helge Rückert, for rules (viii), (xiii) and (xiv) and, in general, for his extensive comments pointing out 
many infelicities in an earlier draft. The first version of this paper was presented at the Jockey Club, Department of 
Philosophy, Memorial University of Newfoundland in October 2008, and at the Université Laval in the following 
month; we would like to also thank the participants on both occasions for their comments. 
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